The Following Items Require Your Immediate Attention!

**ATARI Color X-Y Monitor (STAR WARS* only)**

**High-Voltage Board**
Change capacitors C3 and C4 from 100 μF at 35 volts to 220 μF at 35 volts, with a low Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) Rating. The Atari part number is 123009-227. The following manufacturers' capacitors will work:

- Illinois Capacitor: 227 RMR 050M (50 volts)
- Nichicon: UPA1V221M (35 volts)

**Deflection Board**
When servicing the Deflection board, please change diodes CR2 and CR11 to Type-1N4148, Atari part number 131033-001. The old diodes (Type-1N914) will open, causing fuses F1 and F2 to blow.
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